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Welcome 
home

DESIGN WITH FREEDOM

Freedom is something we all want more 
of in our lives. And it’s our desire to offer 

people a greater feeling of freedom in 
their homes, providing the highest quality 

Australian made kitchens, wardrobes, 
laundries, and home offices possible for 

every lifestyle and budget.

Each range has been curated to feature 
the latest trends and colours, with 
your spaces proudly designed and 

manufactured right here in Australia.†  
Our fully automated factory is located in 

the Central Coast NSW and this is  
where your dream kitchen and beyond, 
come to life – allowing you to create the 

designer look you love, for less.

 
Visit our website to book  

your design appointment today! 
freedomkitchens.com.au

*Excluding some components which are sourced from our renowned international suppliers.

*Product availability is subject to change without notice. We make every effort to ensure the 
accuracy of the information published in this catalogue, however, a number of items and 
appliances pictured are the clients’ own and not supplied by Freedom Kitchens.



Book a design appointment
Our team of Designers are the experts 
at helping you design a  space that’s 

crafted just for you and tailored to your 
style, needs and budget.

Visit a showroom near you
Visit our showrooms to see our full 

product range and talk to one of our 
expert showroom consultants.



*Only items identified in the picture are sold by Freedom Kitchens, and are subject to availability.

Tom and Sarah-Jane’s winning kitchen celebrates a contemporary twist on the popular Farmhouse style. The 
colour palette balances grey, timber, marble, and bronze tones with a focus on subtle detail. Shaker-style Sierra 
doors in Oyster Grey dominate the space, broken up by glass kitchen cabinets and timber-look Warm Madeira 
joinery. New Brushed Antique Brass Knob handles, Ilve Majestic Cooker and Fhiaba fridges add the perfect 
amount of luxury to the room.

“Our kitchen style was ‘Modern Farmhouse’, taking inspiration from what a kitchen in the Cotswolds in England 
would look like, explains Sarah-Jane. I also knew I wanted to add shelving on either side of the island to display 
décor and give it a homely feel.”

Antique Bronze  
Knobs in  

Matt Finish Häfele LeMans Blind  
Corner Shelf

Häfele Dispensa Pull Out  
Pantry in Anthracite

Vertical  
Broadline Glass

THE BLOCK 2022 KITCHEN

Sierra Oyster  
Grey Smooth

Caesarstone®  
Arabetto™

Warm Madeira  
Chalk

Get it!
Love it?

Cabinetry:  
Warm Madeira Chalk

Cabinetry:  
Sierra Oyster Grey Smooth

Benchtop:  
Caesarstone® Arabetto™

Handles:  
Antique Bronze Matt Knob

Tom & 
Sarah-Jane
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Sierra Oyster  
Grey Smooth

Häfele Warm  
LED strip lighting

Get it!
Love it?

Cabinetry:  
Sierra Oyster Grey Smooth

Benchtop:  
Caesarstone® Arabetto™

Handles: Antique Bronze 
Matt Knob *Only items identified in the picture are sold by Freedom Kitchens, and are subject to availability.

Tom and Sarah-Jane’s laundry features Sierra Oyster Smooth doors paired with Brushed Antique Bronze Knob 
handles and Caesarstone® Arabetto benchtops for a classic and timeless look. Tall broom cupboards feature 
alongside under-bench cabinets, as well as a washing machine, clothes dryer, and drying cabinet, all from 
Asko. Storage is maximised with four Wire Laundry Baskets and Inner Drawers to double the storage within. LED 
Strip lighting from Häfele ensures that washing can be done night or day. 

The mudroom showcases with navy Shaker-style Sierra Oxford doors teamed with upper cubboards featuring 
Freedom Kitchens’ new Oiled Legno Chalk joinery with Patina Brass Mesh Inserts to evoke the couple’s 
signature modern country aesthetic. A wealth of storage is on offer, as well as a seating area. The Arched Pet 
Bed is a stroke of genius with a series of drawers providing space for pet bowls, food, and other essentials for 
any four-legged members of the house.

Sierra Oxford Smooth with 
Patina Brass Mesh Insert  

Antique Bronze  
Matt Knob

Cabinetry: Sierra Oxford 
Smooth with  

Patina Brass Mesh Insert

Cabinetry:  
Warm Madeira Chalk

Caesarstone®  
Arabetto™

THE BLOCK 2022 LAUNDRY



Caesarstone®  
Alpine Mist™

Rachel &  
Ryan

Rachel and Ryan created a L-shaped kitchen with a central island bench that is warm and welcoming. The 
family-friendly room centres around a soft and organic colour palette of warm white, marble, and brass. The 
pair selected thin Shaker-style Cora kitchen cabinets in Amaro Smooth, teamed with new Solid Brass Knobs 
and Solid Brass Bar Pull kitchen handles. Clever features such as the EDrive Bi-fold Lift-up wall cabinetry above 
the oven add an extra layer of luxury. A butler’s pantry is also included where storage and organisation are 
maximised with a mixture of Häfele Tandem Pantries, cupboards, soft-close drawers, and open shelving.

“We wanted our kitchen to be a ‘chefs delight’ that makes meal prep, cooking, and cleaning as easy as possible, 
explains Rachel. We also wanted it to be spacious, have plenty of storage, and to be warm and welcoming.”

Häfele  
Tandem Pantry

Solid Brass  
Dull Brushed Nickel  

Pull

Cabinetry:  
Cora Amaro Smooth

Benchtop:  
Caesarstone® Alpine Mist™ *Only items identified in the picture are sold by Freedom Kitchens, and are subject to availability.

Hettich  
Cutlery Tray

Häfele EDrive Bifold  
Lift-up Wall Cabinetry

THE BLOCK 2022 KITCHEN

Cora Amaro  
Smooth

Handles: Solid Brass Dull Brushed 
Nickel Pull

Handles: Solid Brass Dull Brushed 
Nickel Pull

Get it!
Love it?



Slim shaker-style Cora cabinetry in Amaro has been used throughout Ryan and Rachel’s laundry, teamed with 
Solid Brass Knob and 160mm Solid Brass Bar Pull handles. The Euromaid washing machine and clothes dryer 
have been placed side by side, additional storage room as well as a place for a generous work bench above 
topped in Caesarstone® Primordia. Storage is king, with tall linen cupboards complemented with a bank of 
cabinets. Open shelving allows for styling décor to be displayed.

The galley-style mudroom has been divided into two zones. A seating zone, with open storage under a 
bench seat allows for easy storage of boots and shoes. On either side sits a broom cupboard as well as a 
linen cabinet, providing additional storage. Opposite, the inclusion of a Samsung Air Dresser ensures that this 
mudroom is a luxurious addition to House 2.

*Only items identified in the picture are sold by Freedom Kitchens, and are subject to availability.

Cabinetry:  
Cora Amaro Smooth

Benchtop:  
Caesarstone® Airy Concrete™

Caesarstone®  
Airy Concrete™

Cora Amaro  
Smooth

Solid Brass Dull Brushed  
Nickel Knob NEW

THE BLOCK 2022 LAUNDRY

Get it!
Love it?

Handles: Solid Brass Dull Brushed 
Nickel Pull

Handles: Solid Brass Dull Brushed 
Nickel Knob



*Only items identified in the picture are sold by Freedom Kitchens, and are subject to availability.

Striking and luxurious, Ankur and Sharon have produced an eye-catching kitchen that is the heart of their home. 
The galley-style room features a back bank of cabinetry in Freedom Kitchens’ new Sierra IV Shaker-style cabinetry 
in Alabaster Smooth, complemented by a 5-metre-long island bench. The warm white of the Alabaster Smooth 
joinery lends itself to a Country aesthetic, while the Smeg and Samsung appliances, Black Satin Timber Bar with 
Copper feet handles and Caesarstone® Empira Black benchtops keep the look fresh and modern. 

Sitting behind the main kitchen, a butler’s pantry caters to those who love to cook and entertain. Packed with 
storage solutions from Häfele, additional cooking appliances from Winning Appliances and generous benches 
for food prep, this is a pantry complements the main kitchen perfectly! 

Sierra IV Alabaster  
Smooth

Häfele Warm  
LED Strip lighting

Black Timber Bar  
with Copper Legs  

Black Satin Timber Bar  
with Copper Feet

Caesarstone®  
Empira Black™

Ankur & 
Sharon

Benchtop:  
Caesarstone® Empira Black™

Cabinetry:  
Sierra IV Alabaster Smooth

Handles: Black Satin Timber Bar 
with Copper Feet

Cabinetry:  
Nordic Oak Woodgrain

THE BLOCK 2022 KITCHEN

Get it!
Love it?



Black Satin Timber Bar  
with Copper Feet

Caesarstone®  
Empira Black™

Sierra IV Dry Sage  
Smooth

*Only items identified in the picture are sold by Freedom Kitchens, and are subject to availability.

Spanning a generous 7.5 metres, the laundry’s layout includes several important zones, ensuring that style, 
storage, and functionality are all achieved. An organic and earthy scheme has been evoked with a mixture of 
Freedom Kitchens cabinetry in Sierra IV Dry Sage and Sierra Alabaster, with open shelving in Nordic Oak. A series 
of base cabinets and Samsung laundry appliances sit side by side allowing for plenty of folding room. Hidden 
behind joinery, two laundry hampers sit next to the sink, while broom and linen cupboards and a Samsung 
AirDresser also feature. 

The simple yet effective mudroom is the perfect addition to the home. Nordic Oak open shelving provides 
additional storage above the seating area. The design also include tall cupboards featuring Sierra IV Alabaster 
Matt joinery, plus under-bench storage for footwear.

Benchtop: Caesarstone® 
Empira Black™

Cabinetry: Sierra IV 
Alabaster Smooth

Handles: Black Satin Timber 
Bar with Copper Feet

Cabinetry: Nordic Oak 
Woodgrain

Cabinetry: Sierra IV  
Dry Sage Smooth

Nordic Oak
Woodgrain NEW

THE BLOCK 2022 LAUNDRY

Get it!
Love it?



Celebrating colour and charm, Dylan and Jenny have created a Country-inspired kitchen that is as welcoming 
as it is beautiful. The sophisticated palette centres on nature-inspired colours, textures, and finishes. The duo opted 
for Freedom Kitchens’ new Sierra IV joinery in Dry Sage, which feature a 40mm Shaker-style profile, as well as 
panelled Vera cabinets.

The Sierra IV Dry Sage doors bring the gentle tones of the outdoors into the kitchen, the green hue contrasting 
against Nordic Oak shelving, light tiled splashbacks and Caesarstone® Riverlet benchtops. Hints of brass 
complement the look, with the inclusion of new Hampton Matte Brass Cup and Knob handles as well as Patina 
Brass Mesh Inserts along the kitchen island drawers.

Caesarstone®  
Riverlet™

Matt Brass  
Cup Pull

Nordic Oak
Woodgrain

Vera Dry Sage  
Smooth

Broadline  
GlassDylan &  

Jenny

*Only items identified in the picture are sold by Freedom Kitchens, and are subject to availability.

Patina Brass  
Mesh Inserts

THE BLOCK 2022 KITCHEN

Cabinetry: Sierra IV  
Dry Sage Smooth

Cabinetry:  
Vera Dry Sage Smooth

Benchtop:  
Caesarstone® Riverlet™

Cabinetry:  
Nordic Oak Woodgrain

Handles:  
Matt Brass Cup Pull

Häfele Dispensa  
Pull Out Pantry

Sierra IV Dry Sage  
Smooth

Get it!
Love it?



House 4’s winning laundry features Freedom Kitchens’ new Sierra IV cabinetry in Dry Sage, paired with Oak 
Woodgrain open shelving, Caesarstone® Riverlet benchtops and brass handles. Warm LED Strip lighting illuminates 
the tiled splashbacks and joinery. The design includes Samsung washing appliances, three Laundry Wire Baskets 
and Inner Drawers and a broom cupboard. 

Flowing on from the laundry, the mudroom has been designed to be the perfect place to enter and exit the 
home. With plenty of space to store shoes, bags, coats, and the like, the design also includes another sink and 
tap, ideal for washing off muddy boots after being out in the countryside. A wealth of storage has been achieved 
with the inclusion of wall and floor cabinets on both sides, while the seating nook is a stylish and practical touch, 
with open cubby holes beneath the bench which can be left open or filled with pull-out baskets.

.*Only items identified in the picture are sold by Freedom Kitchens, and are subject to availability.

Matt Brass Cup  
Pull

Matt Brass  
Knob

THE BLOCK 2022 LAUNDRY

Caesarstone®  
Riverlet™ NEW

Nordic Oak
Woodgrain

Sierra IV Dry Sage  
Smooth

Cabinetry: Sierra IV  
Dry Sage Smooth

Benchtop:  
Caesarstone® Riverlet™

Cabinetry:  
Nordic Oak Woodgrain

Handles:  
Matt Brass Cup Pull

Samsung Air  
Dresser
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Get it!
Love it?



*Only items identified in the picture are sold by Freedom Kitchens, and are subject to availability.

THE BLOCK 2022 KITCHEN

A streamline design, bold masculine colour palette, and subtle textures balance beautifully in Omar and Oz’s 
striking kitchen. The dark, tonal scheme was achieved with a combination of Blackened Legno Chalk joinery, 
Black Anodised Lip Pull handles, Caesarstone® Rugged Concrete benchtops - the texture of the materials 
bringing a sense of warmth to the room. 

As the winners of the $250,000 of the V-ZUG & The Galley prize pack from Winning Appliances, this kitchen offers 
the very best in cooking innovation. Combining Swiss innovation and sophistication, V-ZUG appliances focus 
on sustainability as seen in the cooking, warming, extraction, dishwasher, coffee, refrigeration & wine storage 
appliances that have been included in the design

2020 Black aluminium 
frame Shelves  

with Broadline Glass

Caesarstone®  
Rugged Concrete™

Blackened Legno  
Chalk

Omar & Oz

Benchtop:  
Caesarstone® Rugged Concrete™

Cabinetry:  
Blackened Legno Chalk

Handles:  
Black Anodised Lip Pull

Hettich AvanTech  
YOU drawers

Get it!
Love it?



THE BLOCK 2022 LAUNDRY

*Only items identified in the picture are sold by Freedom Kitchens, and are subject to availability.

Light and bright, Omar and Oz’s laundry makes laundry day a breeze. A large window above the sink and tap 
offers plenty of natural light and a pop of greenery against the Shaker-style Sierra joinery in Matt White and 
Caesarstone® Riverlet. Two Laundry Canvas Hampers, a hanging rail, and even smaller details such as the 
drawers placed beneath the appliances to allow for easy sorting of clothing feature. A V-ZUG washer, dryer and 
Refresh Butler from Appliances Online, LED Strip lighting and The Galley tap complete the look. 

The mudroom is directly connected to the laundry, a logical choice that allows muddy clothes and clothing to 
be placed directly in the sink or washing machine upon entering the home. The showpiece of the all-white colour 
scheme is Freedom Kitchens’ new Matt White Perforated Metal Inserts within the Shaker-style Sierra cabinetry.

Sierra Classic 
White Matt

Caesarstone®  
Riverlet™

Get it!
Love it?

Cabinetry:  
Sierra Classic White Matt

Benchtop:  
Caesarstone® Riverlet™



Drawing inspiration from The Block’s country location, Scotty has produced a standout monochrome kitchen 
that celebrates a Modern Farmhouse aesthetic. Shaker-style Sierra joinery in Black Smooth, Glass Shelves, new 
Perforated Metal Door Inserts, and marble-look Caesarstone® Aterra Blanca benchtops pay homage to a classic 
look. The design adds a contemporary twist with the additions of matte black Hampton and Diecast Zinc Bar 
handles and feature Christian Cole timber island bench.

Filled with natural light, the butler’s pantry blends form with function. It includes a plethora of extra storage and 
cooking appliances, allowing cooking and cleaning to be done out of sight. Additional bench space and 
shelving provide styling opportunities as well as space to store small appliances such as kettles and toasters, 
keeping the main kitchen space uncluttered. 

THE BLOCK 2022 KITCHEN

Sierra Black  
Smooth

Matt Black  
Cup Pull

Plate  
Rack

Perforated Metal  
Door Inserts

Scotty &  
Team

*Only items identified in the picture are sold by Freedom Kitchens, and are subject to availability.
Cabinetry:  

Sierra Black Smooth
Benchtop:  

Caesarstone® Aterra Blanca™
Cabinetry: Perforated Metal  

Door Inserts
Handles:  

Matt Black Cup Pull

Caesarstone®  
Aterra Blanca™

Get it!
Love it?



Scotty has created a multifunctional laundry that delivers plenty of storage and style. The monochromatic colour 
palette is achieved with Shaker-style Sierra cabinetry in Black Smooth paired with a marble-look Caesarstone® 
countertops in Aterra Blanca. The washing and folding zones have been placed side by side, while keeping 
cleaning products within easy reach within cupboards. Tall storage with hanging space is found at one end, while 
at the other the Arched Pet Bed provides the perfect sleeping zone for any beloved fur child. 

Simple and functional, the mudroom sits within the laundry, offering a comfortable seating bench, and additional 
storage. Hooks allow for easy hanging of coats and bags, while an open shelf and wall cupboards above 
provide room for extra storage. Open cabinetry below the cushioned bench provide space for shoes which can 
be concealed within pull-out baskets.

*Only items identified in the picture are sold by Freedom Kitchens, and are subject to availability.
Cabinetry:  

Sierra Black Smooth
Benchtop:  

Caesarstone® Aterra Blanca™
Handles: Black Matt with  

Backing Plate Bar
Handles:  

Matt Black Cup Pull

Arched Pet Bed

Caesarstone®  
Aterra Blanca™

THE BLOCK 2022 LAUNDRY

Sierra Black  
Smooth

Matt Black  
Cup Pull

Get it!
Love it?



Sierra IV Habitat

Satin Chrome  
Dimple Knob

Plate Rack  
NEW

THE BLOCK 2022 KITCHENETTE

Cabinetry:  
Sierra IV Habitat

Handles:  
Satin Chrome Dimple Knob

Handles:  
Polished Chrome Cup

Scott Cam and his team created a stylish and practical studio within his home to act as an office during his 
build on The Block. Central to the room is the kitchenette, which features Shaker-style Sierra IV Habitat kitchen 
cabinetry.

Evoking a classic Country look, the joinery has been paired with Polished Chrome Cup and Satin Chrome 
Dimple Knob handles, a timber Plate Rack, open shelving, and Broadline Glass within the doors above the 
sink and tap. Marble-inspired Caesarstone® Aterra Blanca quartz has been used along the benchtop and 
splashback, bringing the look together.

*Only items identified in the picture are sold by Freedom Kitchens, and are subject to availability.

Caesarstone®  
Attera Blanca™

Vertical  
Broadline Glass

Benchtop:  
Caesarstone® Aterra Blanca™

Get it!
Love it?



The Blockheads stepped away from their own homes during Kitchen Week to lend a helping hand to two 
deserving neighbours, Tim and Tyler. The two young men, who are best friends, have been dealing amazingly with 
the obstacle’s life has thrown at them. With the help of home care, the boys live independently in a family home 
that was in need of an update and Freedom Kitchens was thrilled to transform their old kitchen.

Shaker-style Sierra in Classic White Matt have been used throughout, paired with matte black handles, black 
cooking and cleaning TEKA appliances, and benchtops in Caesarstone® Noble Grey. Storage has been 
maximised with inclusions such as a Häfele Lemans Blind Corner Shelf System, Cutlery Trays and Ninka Bins making 
organisation and cleaning a breeze.

THE BLOCK 2022 KITCHEN

Sierra Classic  
White Matt

Matt Black  
Oblong Bar

Matt Black Anodised  
Cylinder Knob

Caesarstone®  
Noble Grey™

Challenge  
Kitchen

*Only items identified in the picture are sold by Freedom Kitchens, and are subject to availability.
Cabinetry:   

Sierra Classic White Matt
Benchtop:  

Caesarstone® Nobel Grey™
Handles:  

Matt Black Oblong Bar
Handles: Matt Black Amodised 

Cylinder Knob

Get it!
Love it?



*Only items identified in the picture are sold by Freedom Kitchens, and are subject to availability.

The centrepiece within a Modern Mediterranean beach house overlooking 
Miami Beach in Queensland, this inviting kitchen celebrates a neutral 
coastal colour palette and eye-catching design features. Created in 
collaboration with acclaimed interior designer Darren Palmer for Yourtown, 
the kitchen features Cora Amaro Smooth and Impressions Nordic Oak 
cabinetry.

Seamlessly connecting to the dining and living spaces within the home, as 
well as the outdoor deck, this is an entertainer’s delight. The curved island 
bench provides ample seating for guests, while the hidden butler’s pantry 
offers additional storage and the perfect place to hide away mess and 
food prep.

Modern 
Mediterranean

Cabinetry:  
Impressions Nordic Oak Woodmatt

Benchtop:  
Caesarstone® Cloudburst Concrete™

Get it!
Love it?

Cabinetry:  
Cora Amaro Smooth

Cora Amaro  
Smooth



Urban 
edge

*Only items identified in the picture are sold by Freedom Kitchens, and are subject to availability.

A clear vision for an open plan kitchen led homeowners Nick and Helen to 
undergo a full renovation to transform a tiny and dated 1950s design into a 
glamorous space perfect for their family.

Dark hues of different tones and textures reign supreme, achieved 
with Alaskan Black Ultramatt cabinetry, Caesarstone® Black Tempal™ 
benchtops and a tiled splashback from Di Lorenzo (illuminated by LED 
Strip Lighting). To keep the look sleek and seamless, cooking appliances 
have been integrated, and black hardware has been used as seen in the 
choice of Black Anodised Lip Pull handles.

Alaskan Black  
Ultramatt

Caesarstone®  
Black Tempal™

Black Anodised  
Lip Pull



Michaela and Ashley purchased a home in Sydney’s Northern 
Beaches and wanted to create an Australian Coastal-inspired kitchen 
that is light and bright, celebrating open-plan living. They selected 
our Sierra doors, a classic 60mm Shaker profile, providing the perfect 
choice with a colour palette of whites, greys, marble, and gold.

The kitchen features marble-look benchtops, a farmhouse-style sink, 
and metallic handles and tap to bring the style together. The selected 
cupboards provide an abundance of storage, while the internal 
cutely tray, built-in Ninka Bin, built-in microwave and integrated 
dishwasher ensure the space is sleek, stylish and functional.

*Only items identified in the picture are sold by Freedom Kitchens, and are subject to availability.

Sierra Classic  
White Matt

Hamptons 
coastal

Sierra Oyster  
Grey Smooth



*Only items identified in the picture are sold by Freedom Kitchens, and are subject to availability.

Nestled in the lush green acreage in Tallebudgera Valley, Queensland is the yourtown Christmas Prize Home. 
At the heart of the home is the luxurious and family-friendly kitchen which was created in collaboration with 
renowned interior design Darren Palmer.

A timeless coastal colour palette is created with Shaker-profile Sierra IV cabinetry in Coastal Oak Woodmatt, 
brass dull nickel handles and Caesarstone benchtops in Fresh Concrete. Containing everything a modern kitchen 
needs, including a butler’s pantry, storage for days, and the showstopping island bench which offers plenty of 
seating and connects to the adjacent outdoor space- this is the ultimate entertainer’s kitchen!

Solid Brass  
Satin T Knob

Coastal  
retreat

Benchtop:  
Caesarstone® Fresh Concrete™

Cabinetry:  
Sierra IV Coastal Oak Woodmatt

Get it!
Love it?

Handles:  
 Solid Brass Satin Bar Pull



Classic 
cottage

Sierra Classic  
White Matt

Black Olive  
Bar handles

Caesarstone®  
White Attica™

Country  
delight

Caesarstone®  
Statuario Maximus™

Sierra Classic  
White Matt



Urban  
loft Alaskan Black  

Ultramatt

Brushed Rose  
Brass Lip Pull

Luxe Beton  
Texture

Caesarstone®  
Frosty Carrina™

Coastal  
twist

Impressions  
Rural Oak Chalk

Caesarstone®  
Frosty Carrina™

Newbury  
Bianco Satin



Monochrome 
masterpiece

*Only items identified in the picture are sold by Freedom Kitchens, and are subject to availability.

Symmetry and a moody colour palette were key to homeowners Debbie & Roger’s brief, so we brought this to 
life by designing a monochrome kitchen based around the two large black-framed windows that sit either side 
of the rangehood which is wrapped with our new V-Groove panelling.

A timeless yet classic colour palette of impactful Alaskan Black Ultramatt cabinetry and contrasting benchtops 
and splashback in Caesarstone® Empira White™ ensures that the heart of the home is a bright and elegant 
space. The beauty of this heart of the home is accentuated seamlessly with connection to the outdoor space.

Stunning Empira White benchtops continue to flow from the kitchen to reach a 5 metre galley-style butler’s 
pantry. This space maximises functionality and is a perfect opportunity to hide away mess while entertaining. 

Peak  
Handle

Alaskan Black  
Ultramatt

V-Groove  
Paneling

Caesarstone®  
Empira White™



Colour  
play

The Block alumni, Michael and Carlene, entrusted Freedom Kitchens to create a space which celebrates 
colour and a Classic Modern sensibility in their Gold Coast home which took ten years to renovate.

Revealed on the final episode of their 9Life TV show Ready Set Reno, the kitchen which is the heartbeat of their 
home, features cabinetry in Impressions Green Slate Flint. Carlene, who loves colour and incorporates it into all 
her designs, was drawn to the stunning green shade as it mirrors that of the gumtrees surrounding their home. 

Green Slate doors have also been used in the laundry which flow on from the main kitchen area under arched 
doorways. Packed with storage, they act as workhorses of the home, while looking beautiful.

*Only items identified in the picture are sold by Freedom Kitchens, and are subject to availability.

Impressions  
Green Slate Flint



Karen & Patrick purchased a property in the Melbourne suburb of Elsternwick to renovate the kitchen and help 
create a home people would fall in love with.

Their kitchen showcases a stunning mix of Jericho Nuance and Charcoal Riven cabinetry from the Impressions 
range, both of which feature a beautiful timber-grain finish. To maintain sleek and clean lines, the cabinetry has 
also been used to integrate certain appliances and accessories within the kitchen, including a semi-integrated 
dishwasher and two pull-out bins.

Caesarstone® Airy Concrete™ benchtops tie in perfectly with the modern look and feel the kitchen evokes. The 
island bench adds generous storage with the inclusion of nine deep drawers and sleek, black open shelving on 
one end, which has been used to great effect.

Investment 
property

*Only items identified in the picture are sold by Freedom Kitchens, and are subject to availability.

Caesarstone®  
Airy Concrete™

Newbury  
Charcoal Flint

Impressions  
Jericho Nuance 

Matt Black  
Anodised Handle

Hear about Karen & Patrick’s  
journey with Freedom Kitchens.

https://freedomkitchens.com.au/testimonials/#investment-property


Urban 
masterpiece

Guy & Jules Sebastian entrusted Freedom Kitchens to create their stunning entertainer kitchen which has been 
designed to complement the ultra-modern design of their family home in Sydney’s Maroubra. 

The kitchen, complete with a butler’s pantry is grand in scale and set to impress with its architectural appeal 
and high end finish. Black Ultramatt cabinetry from Freedom Kitchens’ Alaskan collection and seamless 
integrated Peak handles effortlessly complement the contemporary design of the rest of the home.

At the heart of the space is the showstopping island benchtop spanning a staggering 5.6 meters in length. The 
atrium provides an abundance of natural light, highlighting the colour and texture of both the island as well as 
smoothness of the black cabinetry and the back benches. 

*Only items identified in the picture are sold by Freedom Kitchens, and are subject to availability.

Alaskan Black  
Ultramatt

Caesarstone®  
Jet Black™

Caesarstone®  
Rugged Concrete™

Peak  
Handles



Homeowners Aidan and Lizzy have transformed their tiny 1960s U-shaped kitchen into a large, open and  
light-filled oasis.

They have created a modern Hamptons feel by using Freedom Kitchens shaker style Sierra Classic White Matt 
and Black Matt Smootht cabinetry, Matt Black Anodised Handles, contrasted with the clients’ choice of timber 
doors and oak flooring.

Catering to a family of six, the space features a stunning Caesarstone® island benchtop in Statuario 
Maximus™ that is more than 3.6 metres long. The butler’s pantry is another highlight; a luxurious addition that 
offers plenty of storage. Finally their new laundry also featuring Sierra Classic White Matt cabinetry, linen 
cupboards, laundry hampers and a 3 metre long Airy Concrete™ top from Caesarstone® completes their 
home’s amazing transformation.

*Only items identified in the picture are sold by Freedom Kitchens, and are subject to availability.

Hamptons  
with a twist

Sierra  
Black Smooth

Caesarstone®  
Statuario Maximus™

Sierra Classic 
White Matt

Matt Black  
Anodised Handle

Hear about Aidan & Lizzy’s journey  
with Freedom Kitchens.

https://freedomkitchens.com.au/testimonials/#hamptons-twist


Hamptons  
chic

Caesarstone®  
Calacatta Nuvo™

Jane and Tim’s original kitchen was small and old with tiny 
drawers and no pantry space. Their brief to Freedom Kitchens 
was to create a larger kitchen with soft close large drawers, 
plenty of cupboard and pantry space with an island bench.

Their Coastal Hamptons inspired kitchen features stunning 
Caesarstone® Calacatta Nuvo™ for the expansive island bench 
and surrounding benchtops. Sierra Classic White Matt cabinetry, 
Satin Cup and Dimple Knob handles and integrated appliance 
complete the elegant and timeless look.

*Only items identified in the picture are sold by Freedom Kitchens, and are subject to availability.

Sierra Classic  
White Matt

Satin Dimple  
Knob handles

Satin Cup  
handles

Hear about Jane & Tim’s  
journey with Freedom Kitchens.

https://freedomkitchens.com.au/testimonials/#hamptons-chic


Vertical Broadline  
Glass Doors

The homeowner came to Freedom Kitchens to help her create 
an elegant coastal luxe kitchen for her new home in Bronte.

Inspired by classic Hamptons style, the Sierra Classic White door 
profile with sections of vertical broadline glass were the perfect 
choice; reflecting light and views from the balcony.

A generous wall of seamless cabinetry integrates the fridge and 
hides the pantry; making this a stunning seaside entertainer.

*Only items identified in the picture are sold by Freedom Kitchens, and are subject to availability.

Coastal  
luxe

Tiffany Classic  
White Matt

Sierra Classic 
White Matt

Caesarstone®  
Cloudburst Concrete™



A modern  
classic

Scotty Cam came to Freedom Kitchens to help him create 
a more modern yet still classic kitchen for his family home in 
Sydney’s eastern suburbs.

Drawing inspiration from Mediterranean design elements, his 
U-shaped kitchen retains the feel of the original structure of the 
home; enhanced by modern technology.

The cabinetry features the Sierra door profile in Cinder, while 
sections of the overhead cabinets feature vertical broadline 
glass doors to bounce light and add classic character.

*Only items identified in the picture are sold by Freedom Kitchens, and are subject to availability.

Sierra Cinder  
Smooth

Vertical  
Broadline Glass  

Doors



This all-white dream kitchen was created by ex-Blockheads Julia 
and Sasha, who continue to work with Freedom Kitchens for 
their own renovation projects. 

Featuring modern shaker-style cabinets in Sierra Classic White 
throughout, including underneath the island benchtop and 
the adjoining mudroom, this light-drenched design feels like a 
glamorous escape to the Hamptons.

*Only items identified in the picture are sold by Freedom Kitchens, and are subject to availability.

Caesarstone®  
Calacatta Nuvo™

Hamptons 
glamour

Caesarstone®  
Calacatta Nuvo™

Sierra Classic 
White Matt



THE BLOCK 2018

Mid-century 
modern

Impressions
Burnished Wood  

Nuance

Caesarstone®  
Airy Concrete™

With a neutral palette and a timeless layout, this refined kitchen design incorporates a central stack of 
Burnished Wood and Moose cabinetry.

*Only items identified in the picture are sold by Freedom Kitchens, and are subject to availability.

Newbury  
Moose Natural

Caesarstone®  
Airy Concrete™



THE BLOCK 2018

Sophisticated 
entertainer

A spacious entertainer’s kitchen with a creative edge from use 
of Black Ultramatt, Burnished Wood and Alaskan White Gloss 
cabinetry.

The marble-look Caesarstone® benchtop used for the benchtop 
and splashback matches their black and white theme, while 
upping the drama and luxe factor.

*Only items identified in the picture are sold by Freedom Kitchens, and are subject to availability.

Alaskan  
Black Ultramatt

Impressions  
Burnished Wood  

Nuance

Caesarstone®  
Empira White™

2020 Black Alumin  
Frame Shelving

Alaskan White  
(Arctic Ice) Gloss



Timeless  
classic

THE BLOCK 2018

A contemporary take on a Hamptons style kitchen from the 
floor-to-ceiling Sierra Stone Grey Smooth cabinetry. 

The Caesarstone®’s Statuario Maximus™ benchtop in the pantry 
adds a touch of luxe with its subtle vein patterns. 

The huge island benchtop plays hero in the centre of the 
kitchen, incorporating ingenious hidden storage and internal 
accessories for ultimate organisation.

*Only items identified in the picture are sold by Freedom Kitchens, and are subject to availability.

Black with Brass  
Plated Ring Knob

Sierra  
Stone Grey  

Smooth

Caesarstone®  
Statuario Maximus™



A New York loft style kitchen designed to impress with the use 
of deep charcoals and a subtle texture from using the Fox and 
Charcoal Nuance cabinetry.

Caesarstone®’s Cloudburst Concrete™ benchtop is stunningly 
impactful in this space and adds a high-end industrial feel. 
Touches of warmth complete this space with the timber-look 
Halifax Oak used for a small study nook.

*Only items identified in the picture are sold by Freedom Kitchens, and are subject to availability.

THE BLOCK 2018

The  
New Yorker

Black  
Anodised Bar

Caesarstone®  
Cloudburst Concrete™

Impressions  
Charcoal Nuance

Newbury  
Fox Flint



Contemporary 
hamptons

THE BLOCK 2017

The Block 2017 winners, Josh and Elyse, scored a perfect 30/30 
for their contemporary take on a traditional Hampton style 
kitchen. They opted for Sierra Cinder Smooth and Classic White 
Matt profiled cabinetry to align with the look of the rest of the 
house and centred their kitchen space with a luxe Caesarstone® 
island benchtop with waterfall ends in Noble Grey™. 

Their island bench was oriented to face the garden rather than 
the living area to enhance the feel of indoor-outdoor living. 
Another winning feature was their enormous hidden butler’s 
pantry; perfect for hiding away mess.

*Only items identified in the picture are sold by Freedom Kitchens, and are subject to availability.

Sierra  
Cinder Smooth

Caesarstone®  
Noble Grey™

Sierra Classic 
White Matt

Caesarstone®  
Noble Grey™



Industrial  
luxe

THE BLOCK 2017

Ronnie and Georgia presented a luxurious industrial style kitchen, featuring textured light concrete cabinetry in 
Beton and the latest in appliance technology from NEFF. 

Their bank of NEFF ovens was set into ceiling-to-floor Black Ultramatt cabinets, contrasting beautifully with the 
Beton Texture upper run cabinetry.

Tying back in with the concrete look, they chose  
Caesarstone®’s Rugged Concrete™ for both their island bench as well as the butler’s pantry.

*Only items identified in the picture are sold by Freedom Kitchens, and are subject to availability.

Alaskan Black  
Ultramatt

Caesarstone®  
Rugged Concrete™

Luxe Beton  
Texture



Showstopper
THE BLOCK 2016

This showstopper celebrates the Art Deco style of The Block 
building whilst incorporating touches of modern luxury such 
as the back-lit Caesarstone® Concetto White Quartz™ on the 
island. The mirror kick board gives the illusion of a floating, 
glowing box. 

The large amount of bench space, generous storage  
and Bluetooth sound system satisfies the needs for the modern 
day entertainer.

*Only items identified in the picture are sold by Freedom Kitchens, and are subject to availability.

Caesarstone®  
London Grey™

Sierra 
Black Smooth

Mirror  
Kickboards

Caesarstone®  
Vanilla Noir™



In-Deco
THE BLOCK 2016

Impressions  
Rural Oak Chalk

Caesarstone®  
Cosmopolitan White™

Natural  
Halifax Oak

Karlie & Will’s winning kitchen design sees the perfect balance 
between modern industrial with influences of Art Deco.

A feature blockout in Rural Oak frames the cabinetry in Black 
Ultramatt and the living and cooking spaces have been 
effortlessly linked with the introduction of a timber-look table in 
the Natural Halifax Oak, from the Freedom Kitchen range that 
beautifully replicates the appearance and texture of solid oak.

A display enclave in the kitchen island, benchtops in 
Cosmopolitan White™ from Caesarstone® and a butler’s pantry 
featuring open shelving complete the look.

*Only items identified in the picture are sold by Freedom Kitchens, and are subject to availability.

Alaskan Black  
Ultramatt

Impressions  
Rural Oak Chalk



Whether walk-in or 
butler’s, pantries are 
a must have for any 
entertainer’s kitchen.

A butler’s pantry will 
include an additional 
sink; providing a perfect 
place to hide away  
your dirty pots and pans 
while entertaining.

Offering ample storage, 
bench space and a 
place to store small 
appliances; a functional 
pantry adds value to any 
kitchen space.

Pantries

Sierra Stone Grey  
Smooth

Sierra IV Dry Sage  
Smooth

Caesarstone®  
Riverlet™

Sierra Classic  
White Matt



Renovating your kitchen is also 
the perfect time to design a 
new laundry, allowing you to 
achieve ultimate organisation 
and a continuous flow of style 
between rooms.

Simply ask about the possibilities 
for re-designing your laundry 
when you have your kitchen 
design appointment.

Sierra  
Black Smooth

Alaskan Black  
Ultramatt

Laundries



The Signature Range is our latest kitchen collection offering a stylish kitchen 
design solution at a value pricepoint with fully assembled cabinetry. You can 
get the designer look for less without having to build a flat pack kitchen from 
scratch.

The Signature Range offers a variety of cabinets to fit your kitchen, laundry 
or home office space. Five on trend door styles, a range of laminate and 
Caesarstone® benchtop options ensure your kitchen is stylish and functional at 
a great value pricepoint..

Signature  
Range

Sierra Classic  
White

Sierra Classic White

Oyster Grey Smooth

Satin finish: Smooth finish with a slight sheen on high moisture resistant MDF board.

Matt finish: Fine textured matt surface on moisture resistant MDF board.

Woodmatt finish: Subtle woodgrain embossing with an overall matt surface on moisture resistant HMR 
particleboard.

Black Ultramatt Bianco Satin

Nordic Oak



For those looking to do a fast renovation project, the Essential kitchen range is 
a quality flat pack product which allows you to get a designer look at the most 
affordable price. 

It includes a free design appointment just like the main Designer range and 
features a selection of the most popular styles and colours of the season.

Essential  
Range

Essential  
Catherine

SNOW SAHARA SLATE

CATHERINE FRAME LILY & JASPER FRAMECATHERINEPARIS FROST ALUMINIUM FRAME

LILY JASPER



With smart storage solutions 
for Walk-in, Hinged and Sliding 
wardrobes, you can choose 
from a curated selection of 
premium door and interior 
finishes; with luxurious options 
including island benches and 
stylish black hardware. 

With a place for everything and 
everything in it’s place, discover 
how you can take your bedroom 
storage to stylish new heights. 

As seen on The Block 2019,  
our expert designers will work 
with you to create a wardrobe 
that will declutter your bedroom 
and turn getting ready into a 
joyous experience. 

Wardrobes

 
Volcanic  

Black Matt

Bianco  
Satin

Black Satin Tri-Panel  
Aluminium Frame

Deluxe Sierra  
White Matt

Warm Textile

Caesarstone®  
Turbine Grey™





Oak Woodgrain Estella Oak Matt Supa Wenge Supa Matt

Volcanic Black Matt Grey MistAlaskan White Gloss Bianco Satin

Forest Flint

Mirror Like Board 23 
Available in Sliding door only

Sliding Door Range

Interior Finishes

Frame

Tri Panel Door System©

Our unique door panelling system gives you the flexibility to create a simple and classic one-colour look or mix 
and match different coloured finishes within the 3 separate sections of each sliding door for a dramatic effect. 

Black Satin Aluminium Frame Clear Anodised Aluminium Frame

Sliding Wardrobes
Our Sliding Wardrobe styles are the perfect combination of space-saving and style

Hinged Wardrobes
With a variety of door sizes, this range is  ideally suited for small or large 
bedroom sizes. Our Hinged Wardrobes create a feature wall of storage bliss 
that allows you to keep everything hidden behind soft-close doors.

Bianco Satin Warm TextileNordic OakNoir Oak

Volcanic Black Matt 
Available in Marq Handle

Nordic Oak Noir Oak

Grey Mist

Sierra White Matt Sierra Warm Grey Matt

Bianco Satin 
Available in Marq Handle

Supa Wenge Supa Matt

Signature Door Range

Deluxe Door Range

Forest Flint Black Alumin Frame Full

Alaskan White Gloss 
Available in Marq Handle

Volcanic Black Matt 
Available in Marq Handle



Brass Gloss Bar  | 34-K-126

*Peak handles only available vertically for Iceland White Satin, White Gloss & Black Ultramatt Hinged doors. 

Barcco Natural Ash Bar | 34-M-06 Barcco Walnut Bar | 34-M-07

Radio Dial Brass Plate Ring | 22-K-124

Peak Integrated 
Handle* Matt Black 

Peak Integrated 
Handle* Brushed 

Gold Look 

Square Hook Matt Black  
600mm & 900mm | 22-K-129 & 34-K-125

Peak Integrated Handle* 
White Satin & White Gloss

Square Hook Brushed Brass 
600mm & 900mm | 22-K-133 & 34-K-134

Black Stain Timber Bar | 34-K-151

Oak Timber Bar | 34-K-152Oak Bar  | 22-K-122

Bow Matt Black | 38-M-08

Matte Brass Rounded | 38-K-140Brass Matt Bar | 34-K-127

Satin Rounded | 22-K-141

Satin Black Rounded | 34-K-138

There’s a handle to suit every door or drawer. Let our designer help you choose 
and finish off the look of your new wardrobe in style.

Matt Black Ealing | 22-K-137

Handles

Ask about  
our brand new 

Signature Range 
Wardrobes 
collection.



We understand that the perfect 
working space allows you to 
focus on the task at hand. Taking 
our expertise in cabinet making, 
we are delighted to offer a 
Home Office product range 
and storage solutions, to help 
make working from home both 
comfortable and productive. 

Whether you’re an individual, 
couple, or a large family, our 
expert designers are dedicated 
to creating a calming work 
environment solution that’s 
perfect for the style of your 
home, your daily needs and 
every budget.

Home  
Offices

Deluxe Sierra  
Warm Grey Matt

Caesarstone®  
Empira White™

Peak Bianco Satin

Sierra White  
Matt



Product  
guide

DESIGNER RANGE Frame Styles

Frame Inserts

Aluminium

Clear Glass

Black Acrylic

Black Aluminium

Broadline Vertical

Patina Mesh

Matching Square

Broadline Horizontal

Perforated Metal White Matt

Mist Acrylic

Perforated Metal Black Matt



Baye Flint

Warm Madeira Chalk

Anthracite Metallic Gloss

Charcoal Nuance

Bianco Satin

Supa Ultra White Supa Matt

Green Slate Flint

White (Artic Ice) Gloss

 Iceland Alabaster Satin

Supa Oxford Supa Matt

French Navy Flint

Pearl Metallic Gloss

Fossil Flint

Blackened Legno Chalk

Phantom Black Gloss

Coastal Oak Woodmatt

Charcoal Flint

Alaskan Nuance

White Ultramatt

Nordic Oak Woodmatt

Fox Flint

Rural Oak Chalk

Royal Oyster Gloss

Sublime Teak Chalk

Cloudy Grey Gloss

Paper Bark Flint

Beton Texture

Bleached Wenge Chalk

Cream Gloss

Moose Natural

Jericho Nuance

Mink Ultramatt

Burnished wood Nuance

Black Ultramatt

Melamine Door Range
Melamine doors are a popular door with a flat profile, available in an extensive matt colour range including 
textured, timber grain and flint finishes. A great base for achieving your desired style by mixing and matching 
with varying textures, tones and finishes.

Benefits & Advantages
• Modern, practical and economical door finish

• Durable and easy to clean with a damp cloth

•  Embossed wood grain finish imparts the realism, warmth & character of timber veneer and provides a real 
wood feel

Newbury Door Range

Impressions Door Range

Alaskan Door Range
The Alaskan door is a popular door choice, available in a variety of contemporary colours and is ideal for 
achieving a sleek modern look. It is manufactured and produced in a variety of striking European inspired colours.

Benefits & Advantages
• Available in both Gloss and Ultramatt finishes

• Constant surface quality

• UV resistance ensuring intensity of colour over time

Luxe Door Range
Silky smooth pure matt finish with surface technology reducing fingerprint & scuff marks.

Benefits & Advantages
• Low light reflectivity

• Anti-fingerprint qualities

• Soft to touch

• Durable and easy to clean using a damp cloth



Colours are indication only, please ask your designer to see a sample.

Thermolaminated Door Range
Thermolaminated doors offer a durable finish with the option of having a profile on the door. The vinyl is 
wrapped around the door (including all edges) and then heat sealed. Choose from a wide selection of colours 
as well as finishes including matt or textured woodgrain to suit your kitchen style.

Benefits & Advantages
• Available in different colours and profiles

•  Excellent resistance to impact, making it an ideal choice for busy households

• Non-porous and easy to clean

Door Profiles Benchtops

Sierra Sierra IV VeraCora VerityTiffany

Strata Grey Smooth

Black Smooth

Classic White Matt Alabaster Smooth

Dry Sage Smooth Habitat Smooth

Coastal Oak Woodmatt

Oyster Grey Smooth Stone Grey SmoothAmaro Smooth

Cinder Smooth Oxford Smooth

Laminate Benchtop Range
Our laminate benchtops are available in a wide variety of colours at an affordable price, making them a 
practical and economical solution. With low maintenance and easy to clean surfaces, laminate benchtops are 
a consistently popular choice.

Alpine White  
Quadra

Chalk Ceramic  
Streamline

Pale Lancelot Oak  
Streamline

Anthracite Ceramic  
Streamline

White Limestone Grigio Roccia Pebble WashBianco Roccia

Perla Grigio Urban Grey Mocha StoneArctic Slate

Natural Halifax Oak 
Streamline

Tobacco Halifax Oak 
Streamline

Oak WoodgrainNoir Black Matt Nano 
Streamline

Crema Di Marmo

Premium Laminate Benchtop Range
The authentic texture of timber is characterised by knots and planking to create a natural wood feel. 
Vertical grain edging is also applied at the end of the run, mimicking solid timber.

Benefits & Advantages
•  Can withstand knocks, scratches and abrasions. It is hygienic and easy to clean, anti-mold, anti-static, 

waterproof and resistant to dry heat, rubbing and domestic agents. 

Prime Oak Woodmatt Bottega Oak Woodmatt

Benefits & Advantages
•  Fully sealed and resistant to stains, scratches and 

moisture

• Durable and hard wearing

• Variety of colours, including stone and timber looks

• Easy to clean

• Also available in the Signature Range



Colours are indication only, please ask your designer to see a sample. Colours are indication only, please ask your designer to see a sample.

Caesarstone Mineral™ Surfaces
Caesarstone Mineral is an elegant surface manufactured from natural, innovative and recycled minerals. 
These are durable and easy to care for and maintain. Available in many colours, it can be used in large pieces 
without requiring any joins.

Benefits & Advantages
• Highly scratch, stain and heat resistant

• Easy Care and Maintenance 

• Design flexibility 

• Available in range of thicknesses with modern edges

Dekton® Benchtop Range
Dekton is a carbon neutral, ultracompact porcelain surface with an optimised manufacturing process inspired by  
the beauty and aesthetics of natural stone, that goes beyond nature, achieving the highest product performance.

Benefits & Advantages
• Abrasion resistant

• Scratch and impact resistant

• Water and stain resistant

• Many sizes, thickness, colours and textures

Aura - Tabla Bergen - Tabla

Oyster™

Riverlet™ Vk04 Grafite - Tabla

Kreta - Tabla

Airy Concrete™ Morpheus - Tabla

Zenith - Tabla

Reverie - Tabla

Laurent - Tabla

Kovik - TablaVanilla Noir™

Wyndigo™

Jet Black™

Agger Grey™

Black Tempal™

Raindream™

Aterra Blanca™ Kira - TablaEntzo - TablaStatuario Maximus™ Marina kC - TablaWhite Attica™

Vk03 Grigio - Tabla

Albarium - TablaArabetto™ Cloudburst Concrete™Nougat™Vivid White™ Aeris - Tabla

Sirius - Tabla



There are many impressive accessories and appliances you can choose 
to help enhance your dream kitchen. From pantries, corner shelving, 

cooking agents and towel rails to Teka and InAlto appliances, all these 
additions will make your kitchen more attractive and functional. 

Carefully consider not only what you like aesthetically, but how well 
it will perform. Your design consultant can help recommend the ‘must 

have’ accessories for your kitchen.

Accessories  
& appliances

Häfele  
Cooking Agent  

Pull Out

Häfele  
Ninka Bin

Häfele  
Tandem Pantry

Hettich  
Cutlery Trays

Le Mans Blind  
Corner Shelf System

Dispensa Pull Out Pantries  
in Anthracite

Brushed Antique Bronze Knobs 
in Matt finish

Sierra Oyster Grey  
Smooth



Whatever your kitchen style, there’s a tap to suit.  
As well as style and colour, consider sink size and functionality;  

you may prefer a certain type of lever or the  
convenience of a flexible gooseneck to make washing up a breeze.

Gooseneck Matte Black

Retractable Gooseneck Brushed Brass

Tall Single Lever

Gooseneck Gunmetal

Tall Black SquareFlickmixer

Black Flex

Metallic Grey

Taps



Handles
Handles are a small detail in a kitchen with the potential to make a big 

impact. If you choose to have handles on your cabinetry (remember 
that handle-less touch-catch is also an option) then be sure to choose a 
style that matches the profile of your doors and drawers - your design 

consultant will be happy to assist.

Dull Brushed Nickel Bar | 10-T-01 Oblong Polished Chrome | 12-K-68 Matt Anodised Bar | 12-K-71Silver Anodised Slim Tag | 8-A-15

Brushed SS Thin Square Bar | 12-F-02 Stainless Steel Round Bar | 12-K-06 Brushed Stainless Steel Look Pull | 8-H-12 Brushed SS Look Rectangle Bar | 8-H-04

Satin Chrome Dimple Knob | 10-K-60Half Moon Satin Chrome | 8-S-05 Matt Chrome Plated Flat Bar | 10-H-05 Matt Chrome Plated Flat Bar | 6-H-01

Polished Chrome Cup | 8-K-81 Polished Chrome Knob | 8-K-83Brushed Nickel Tapered Bow | 6-S-01 Cylindrical Brushed SS Bar | 8-H-03

Polished Chrome Rounded Bar | 12-K-112Polished Chrome Bar | 10-K-82 Bright Chrome Door Pull | 8-H-11 Solid Brass Polished Nickel T Knob | 34-M-46

Dull Nickel Bar | 8-P-13 Dull Nickel Cup | 8-P-10Solid Brass Polished Nickel Bar Pull | 45-M-55Solid Brass Polished Nickel Knob | 34-M-43

Matt Brass Cup Pull | 12-M-34 Matt Brass Knob | 12-M-36 Brushed Dark Brass T Knob | 12-M-02 Brushed Gold T Knob | 22-K-158

Brushed Gold with Backing Plate  
Bar | 38-K-162

Polished Brass Gloss Lacquer | 22-K-102

Brushed Gold Bar | 10-K-164 Brushed Gold Bar | 22-K-160Solid Brass Dull Brushed Nickel Knob | 34-M-45 Solid Brass Dull Brushed Nickel Knob | 34-M-42

Brushed Nickel Curved Bow | 12-A-12 Solid Brass Dull Brushed Nickel Pull | 45-M-54Solid Brass Polished Nickel Bar Pull | 38-M-55 Solid Brass Polished Nickel T Knob | 38-M-46

Polished Brass Dimple Knob | 8-K-34Brushed Dark Brass Bar 182mm | 34-M-47



Solid Brass Satin Bar Pull | 45-M-53

Peak Integrated Handle

Matt Black Anodised 300mm | 15-K-100

Oak Handle | 15-K-91

Antique Brown Knob | 15-K-97

Black Stain Timber Bar Copper Feet | 15-K-98

Antique Brown Bar | 15-K-84

Matt Black Anodised 600mm | 22-K-101

Matt Black Oblong Bar | 22-K-114

Antique Bronze T Knob | 22-K-157

Solid Brass Satin Knob | 34-M-41 Antique Bronze Matt Knob | 22-M-39

Solid Brass Satin Knob | 34-M-44

Rail Brushed Dark Brass | 38-M-51

Rail Brushed Black | 38-M-52

Antique Bronze with Backing Plate  
Bar | 38-K-161

Black Matt with Backing Plate Bar | 38-K-163

Matt Black T Knob | 22-K-159

Black with Brass Plated Ring Knob | 22-K-111

Matt Black Cup Pull | 12-M-33 Matt Black Knob | 12-M-33 Industrial Black Square Bar | 12-K-113

Black Olive Bar | 10-K-85

Black Olive Square Knob | 8-K-86 Black Olive Knob | 8-K-107

Brushed Rose Brass Lip Pull | 12-K-110Brushed Rose Brass Lip Pull | 8-K-109

Matt Black Anodised | 10-K-106Black Anodised Bar | 12-K-80

Black Anodised Lip Pul | 8-K-108

Matt Black Anodised Cylinder Knob | 10-K-108

Matt Black Oblong Bar | 10-K-115

Black Anodised Lip Pull | 12-K-109



How long does the average kitchen 
renovation take?
Every kitchen is different, but we suggest that customers 
allow at least 6-8 weeks from start to finish.

How soon can I have a kitchen  
designer visit me?
In most cases we can have a professional consultant in 
your home by the next business day.

I’ve paid the deposit on my  
kitchen and have changed my  
mind and want to cancel.  
Can I get my money back?
There is a 5 day cooling off period. Beyond this period, 
you have entered into a legal contract which states 
Freedom Kitchens is entitled to retain all reasonable costs 
and expected margin that would be derived from the 
job should it have proceeded to completion, subject to 
the non-excludable guarantees and warranties under 
Australian Consumer Law. The placement of a kitchen 
order generates significant work including the creation 
of original designs, check measuring, CAD drawings, and 
client account management.

What does my warranty cover?
Please refer to www.freedomkitchens.com.au/quality-
guarantee for details.

Does Freedom Kitchens carry out  
the installation of my kitchen?
Freedom Kitchens operates a design and supply-only 
business. We can provide you with the names of licensed 
tradespeople in your area who can assist you to install 
your kitchen. Any information we provide you should not 
be regarded as a recommendation and is for information 
purposes only. You should make your own enquiries and 
determination as to the tradespeople you ultimately 
engage to install your kitchen.

Can we install the kitchen ourselves?
Freedom Kitchens is a design and supply-only 
business. However, we strongly recommend you using 
tradespeople who are fully licensed and who have lots of 
experience in installing kitchens. 

Talk to your proposed tradespeople before you engage 
them and ask them to provide references and examples of 
their recent work.

Can you remove our existing kitchen?
Yes, for a fee, the site checker can arrange for your 
existing kitchen to be removed and disposed of.

Do you do flat pack kitchens?
Yes - this is our best Signature Range which we deliver to 
you ready-to-assemble, rather than factory assembled. 
It’s perfect for flip or fast projects, and our in-home design 
appointment is still included to help with your plans.  
An Essential range kitchen can be delivered to your door  
in as little as 10 days after final payment.  
Simply download the Essential brochure and book an 
appointment on our website.

Do you replace or sell single units  
(eg. pantry, handles, benchtops)?
We specialise in the sale of complete kitchens but 
previous customers may add some of our inclusions to 
their kitchen.

How do I look after my kitchen  
(in terms of cleaning & 
maintenance)?
On completion we provide you with a brochure with tips 
on maintaining and enjoying your new kitchen.

Do you sell appliances on their  
own and can we provide them 
ourselves  
if we want to?
Ask your designer about our Inalto appliance range. 
Inalto creates world-class kitchen appliances, using the 
finest European technology for maximum performance at 
an affordable price.

Whether you purchase your appliances through 
Freedom Kitchens or source independently, all appliance 
specifications will be required to commence production 
of your kitchen.

What should I do if I have a 
compliment or complaint?
Have your job number ready when you call our  
Customer Service team on 1800 113 733 or  
email service@freedomkitchens.com.au

Frequently  
asked 

questions

https://freedomkitchens.com.au/quality-guarantee/
https://freedomkitchens.com.au/quality-guarantee/
mailto:service%40freedomkitchens.com.au?subject=


For more information or to book your design appointment,  
visit our website or call 1800 113 733.

Showroom locations

Kitchens made easy,  
we come to you

1800 113 733
freedomkitchens.com.au

NSW
Balgowlah
247-249 Condamine St 
NSW 2093

Ph: (02) 8006 5547

Belrose
Homemaker SupaCenta 
Cnr Mona Vale Rd & Forest Way 
NSW 2084

Ph: (02) 8006 5504

Caringbah
Caringbah Home 
220 Taren Point Rd 
NSW 2229

Ph: (02) 8559 0120

Castle Hill
Home Hub Castle Hill 
Cnr Showground Rd & Victoria Ave

Ph: (02) 8806 3215

Kotara 
Wardrobe Display
Kotara Home Centre 
150 Park Avenue

Ph: (02) 4001 0941

Moore Park 
Wardrobe Display
SupaCenta 
Cnr Todman Ave & Sth Dowling St

Ph: (02) 8006 5545

West Gosford 
Wardrobe Display
392 Manns Road  
West Gosford  
NSW 2250

Ph: (02) 4304 5717

VIC
Essendon 
Wardrobe Display
Essendon Homemaker Hub 
120 Bulla Road 
VIC 3040

Ph: (03) 9005 2201

Frankston
Tenancy S8 & S9  
Frankston Power Centre 
111 Cranbourne Road 
VIC 3199

Ph: (03) 8797 0253

Geelong
Geelong Gate Home Maker Centre 
470-510 princess Hwy  
VIC 3214

Ph: (03) 5215 0476

Moorabbin
1000 Nepean Highway 
VIC 3189

Ph: (03) 9005 2235

Nunawading 
Wardrobe Display
260 Whitehorse Road 
VIC 3131

Ph: (03) 8833 7223

Richmond
Victoria Gardens Shopping Centre 
620 Victoria Street 
VIC 3121

Ph: (03) 9005 2199

QLD
Aspley 
Wardrobe Display
Homemaker City 
815 Zillmere Rd 
QLD 4034

Ph: (07) 3102 2541 

Jindalee
Jindalee Home 
34 Goggs Road 
QLD 4074

Ph: (07) 3376 1775

Logan
Logan Mega Centre 
3525 Pacific Highway 
QLD 4127

Ph: (07) 3412 6846

Southport 
Wardrobe Display
The Brick Works,  
Cnr Harvest Crt & Ferry Rd 
QLD 4215

Ph: (07) 5551 0283 

Windsor 
Wardrobe Display
The Windsor Centre 
Cnr Lutwyche Rd &  
Newmarket Rd 
QLD 4030

Ph: (07) 3077 6943



Freedomkitchens.com.au


